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Summary of Rate Case Filing
Financial

5.6% average customer bill increase (see
below)
7.41% weighted average cost of capital
(includes a 10.15% return on equity)
1% return on fair value increment
$8.87 billion ACC adjusted original cost rate
base, including 12 months of post-Test Year
plant

Adjustors

TEAM: terminated in compliance with
Decision No. 76295; savings to customers
now reflected via lower tax rate in the Test
Year
LFCR: Not moving any collections into base
rates, which eliminates potential concerns of
delayed adjustor reset
EIS: portions of adjustor transferred to base
rates
REAC: portions of adjustor transferred to
base rates

Rate Design

Super off-peak period added to residential
demand rates
Residential Subscription Rate pilot
Simplify streetlight rates and modify
irrigation rates
AG-Y proposal

Other

Recovery of the Ocotillo Modernization
Project
Recovery of the selective catalytic reduction
(SCR) upgrade at Four Corners Power Plant
Arizona Property tax deferral for any
changes in the Arizona property tax rate
until the next rate case
Deferral for the limited income discount
program expenditure until the next rate
case

Customer Bill Impact = Net Base Rate
Increase + Net Adjustor Changes
Base Rate Increase

Total Revenue Deficiency
TEAM
All other Adjustors
Net Base Rate Increase

Dollars

Bill Impact

$184M
($119M)
$4M
$69M

5.6%
(3.6%)
.1%
2.1%

Removal of TEAM credit
All other Adjustors transfer to base rates
Net Adjustor Changes

$119M
($4M)
$115M

3.6%
(.1%)
3.5%

Total Customer Bill Impact

$184M

5.6%

Adjustor Changes
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Introduction
This filing was prepared with a focus on customers and on meeting the
needs of a rapidly growing Arizona. It centers on producing cleaner
energy and integrating more renewables, which we have been able to
achieve affordably through prudent investment while also reducing
operating costs to help lower the impact on customer bills.
The proposal would provide more options that make it easier for customers to
manage their accounts, including:
•
•
•
•

elimination of certain fees
a simplified bill
a subscription rate pilot program that enables participating customers
to pay a fixed cost for two years
more funding to assist vulnerable customers and expanded eligibility
requirements for the limited income assistance program

Clean resources are important to APS and to its customers, and APS
is committed to adding them as quickly as possible, while maintaining
reliability and keeping customer bills affordable. The filing includes cost
recovery for important investments, including:
•
•

the Ocotillo Power Plant’s modernization to operate as a cleaner quickstart facility whose flexibility allows the integration of more renewables
emissions controls at the Four Corners Power Plant, which have
reduced that plant’s nitrous oxide emissions by nearly 90 percent,
promoting cleaner air for the surrounding communities

APS has been powering Arizona’s growth for more than 130 years, and looks
forward to continuing to provide safe and reliable service in the
future. The proposal includes investments in:
•
•

infrastructure upgrades to support continued reliable performance
expanding the system to support new residents and businesses
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This proposal will help Arizona achieve the clean, sustainable energy future
envisioned by the Commission, APS and its customers, and will allow APS to
maintain the financial health necessary to attract investments to enable this
future.

To learn more, please read the testimony summaries of each witness
included in this booklet.
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Jeffrey B. Guldner

APS President and
Pinnacle West Executive Vice President of Public Policy
Direct Testimony Submitted October 31, 2019
Docket No. E-01345A-19-0236

Direct Testimony Overview
Mr. Guldner provides an overview of Arizona Public Service Company’s (APS
or Company) request in this proceeding, discusses the future of the electric
industry, and explains how APS is moving forward to focus on meeting the
needs of our customers. He highlights the Company’s renewed focus on
customers, examines APS’s clean generation fleet, and describes the steps
APS is taking to deliver even cleaner energy to customers.

Direct Testimony Key Points
•

APS continues to provide
affordable, sustainable, and
reliable power for customers by
investing in grid modernization,
developing integration
technologies for renewable
energy sources, providing
customer programs that
encourage energy savings, and
operating and maintaining
generation and delivery systems.

•

APS is focused on improving the
service provided to customers.
Across the Company, employees
are looking for ways to reduce
costs, employ technology, and
work more efficiently and
effectively.
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•

APS is pursuing two technologydriven programs on behalf of
customers: the award-winning
Cool Rewards smart thermostat
program, which provides our
customers with financial
incentives for lowering demand
and shifting energy use away
from peak hours; and the Take
Charge AZ pilot program, which
will provide customers with
greater access to electric vehicle
charging infrastructure.

•

APS is also continuing its
leadership in the deployment of
clean, sustainable energy
sources to meet the needs of
customers. Today, the Company
provides customers with an
energy mix that is 50% clean –
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and getting cleaner. Additionally,
in the last two years, APS has
requested or contracted for over
1,100 MW of solar, wind, and
battery resources that are
expected to be in service prior
to 2025, adding to the clean
energy resources already
available to customers.
•

•

To achieve the clean, sustainable
energy future envisioned by the
Commission, the Company, and
customers, and to maintain the
financial health that is necessary
to attract the investment that
will allow this future, APS is
requesting an increase in
revenue of $184 million. As
illustrated in the chart below,
this request is inclusive of the
deferral and costs associated
with the Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR) project at Four
Corners Power Plant, which is
subject to a separate pending
proceeding before the
Commission.
The revenue increase request
results in a 5.6% average bill
impact for all customers. Based
on historical usage, 95% of
residential customers can expect
to see an increase between 3%6%, with an average of 5.4%. The
average bill impact for general
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service customers is expected to
be 5.8%.
Revenue Request

Dollars

Components of Increase:
Four Corners SCR $73M
Other
$111M
Total Revenue Request $184M
Previous Revenue Request: (updated)
Four Corners SCR ($73M)
Net New Revenue $111M
Request

Bill %
Impact
2.2%
3.4%
5.6%
(2.2%)
3.4%

•

APS desires to provide
exceptional service to
customers, and is committed to
working with the Commission
and stakeholders to find ways to
communicate more effectively
with customers and keep rates
as low as possible, while meeting
its mission to safely and
efficiently deliver reliable energy
to serve the changing needs of
Arizona.

•

APS is committed to improving
communications and customer
service. APS employees are
listening and responding. APS is
working to streamline operations
and reduce costs, while
providing programs and services
that meet customers’
expectations for affordable,
sustainable, and reliable energy.
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Barbara Lockwood

APS Vice President of Regulation
Direct Testimony Submitted October 31, 2019
Docket No. E-01345A-19-0236

Direct Testimony Overview
Ms. Lockwood provides a summary of Arizona Public Service Company’s (APS
or Company) rate request and discusses the investments that have been
included in APS’s proposed post-Test Year plant.

Direct Testimony Key Points
•

•

This rate case request reflects
the investments made by APS to
fulfill our commitment to our
customers to provide affordable,
clean, and reliable energy now
and in the future. We are
working hard to provide our
customers with ways to reduce
their monthly bills and manage
their energy use. We are
planning for a robust energy
future, one in which we will
partner with our customers to
acquire clean energy resources
and develop customer-focused
energy management programs.
APS is requesting an increase in
annual revenue of $184 million
effective December 1, 2020. The
request reflects a Test Year of
12-months ending June 30, 2019
and 12-months of post-Test Year
plant. It includes a proposed
return on equity (ROE) of 10.15%
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resulting in a 7.41% weighted
average cost of capital, and a
return on the fair value
increment of 1.0%, resulting in
APS’s proposed fair value rate of
return of 5.62%.
•

The above figures include the
Four Corners Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR) project, which
is significantly reducing nitrous
oxide emissions and comprises a
2.2% bill impact in this case. The
SCR project is the subject of
another Commission proceeding
in which the Administrative Law
Judge recommended that the
SCR’s cost be deemed prudent
and full recovery in rates should
be approved. See
Recommended Opinion and
Order dated November 27, 2018
in Docket No. E-01345A-160036.
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Table 1 shows this information
relative to the revenue request in
this case.
Table 1.
Revenue Request

Dollars

Bill %
Impact

Components of Increase:
Four Corners SCR $73M
2.2%
Other $111M
3.4%
Total Revenue $184M
5.6%
Request
Previous Revenue Request: (updated)
Four Corners SCR ($73M)
(2.2%)
Net New Revenue $111M
3.4%
Request
•

•

The average bill impact for all
customers is 5.6%. Based on
historical usage, 95% of
residential customers can expect
to see an increase between 3%6%, with an average of 5.4%. The
average bill impact for general
service customers is expected to
be 5.8%. These increases are
discussed in more detail by APS
witnesses, Leland R. Snook and
Jessica E. Hobbick.
APS is constantly striving to find
ways to mitigate bill impacts to
customers, while maintaining the
pursuit of a cleaner future and
maintaining safety and reliability.
The following are several ways
APS proposes to achieve these
goals in this case:
o

Requesting an extended
timeframe for recovery of the
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o

o

o

•

deferred non-fuel costs of
owning, operating and
maintaining the Four Corners
SCRs and Ocotillo
Modernization Project
approved in APS’s 2017
Settlement Agreement and
Decision No. 76295 (August
18, 2017).
Removal of $20 million
dollars of revenue
requirement from our request
in anticipation of future cost
savings resulting from APS’s
Customer Affordability
Project.
Requesting to defer recovery
of all Rate Schedule E-3 and
E-4 discounts above the Test
Year amount of $20 million
for recovery in the next rate
case.
Proposing to adjust APS’s
cost of debt to reflect the
debt issuance completed
after the Test Year.

APS is proposing only minimal
adjustments to its residential and
commercial rate structures. This
approach allows customers the
opportunity to continue to learn
to optimize on the existing
structures thus saving money.
Additionally, some new options
and pilot programs to improve
customer service are also
included in this filing.
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•

APS is committed to working with our
employees, stakeholders, and the
Commission to develop, communicate,
and implement the information and
programs our customers need,
including compliance with the
requirements from the decision on the
rate review, Decision No. 77270 (June
27, 2019). APS also strives to provide
our customers with affordable, clean
energy as we move forward together
into Arizona’s energy future.
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Leland R. Snook

APS Director of Rates and Rates Strategy
Direct Testimony Submitted October 31, 2019
Docket No. E-01345A-19-0236

Direct Testimony Overview
Mr. Snook’s testimony supports Arizona Public Service Company’s (APS or
Company) request for a revenue increase of $184 million, which includes a net
increase in the base rate revenue requirement of $69 million. He outlines the
Company’s Cost of Service Study (COSS) used to support rate design in the
Company’s Application, as well as the jurisdictional allocation of costs.
Mr. Snook explains the Company’s fair value rate base calculation and
conservative fair value increment proposal. He also sponsors several
pro forma adjustments to the Test Year, including weather normalization and
annualization of customer levels.
Mr. Snook outlines the customer benefits of the Company’s adjustor
mechanisms and offers a formula rate construct as a potential alternative to
the current adjustors.
Lastly, he testifies in support of APS’s proposed rate rider AG-Y.

Direct Testimony Key Points
•

Adjustor transfers create a
disparity between the base rate
and total bill impact for
customers. The adjustor
movements are described
below:
o The portion of environmental
compliance revenue
requirements presently
collected in the
Environmental Improvement
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Surcharge, in the amount of
$3.9 million (ACC
Jurisdiction);
o The revenue requirement of
Arizona Solar Communitiesrelated renewable generation
will be transferred from the
Renewable Energy
Adjustment Charge into base
rates, in the amount of
$321,000 (ACC Jurisdiction);
and
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o A net decrease related to the
Tax Expense Adjustor
Mechanism (TEAM) Phase I in
the Test Year in the amount
of $119.3 million (ACC
Jurisdiction).
•

•

Dollars

Bill
Impact

$184M
($119M)
$4M
$69M

5.6%
(3.6%)
.1%
2.1%

Adjustor Changes
Removal of TEAM credit $119M
All other Adjustors transfer ($4M)
to base rates
Net Adjustor Changes $115M
Total Customer Bill $184M
Impact

3.6%
(.1%)
3.5%
5.6%

Using the Commission-approved
methodology of averaging the
Original Cost Rate Case (OCRB)
and the Reconstruction Cost
New Less Depreciation (RCND),
the calculated Fair Value Rate
Base (FVRB) is $12.3 billion. In
addition, Mr. Snook explains the
calculation of the fair value
increment, which is $45.6 million
with a requested return on that
increment of 1.0%. With the
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Several adjustments to the Test
Year are discussed, including:
o Normalize Weather
Conditions;
o Annualize Customer Levels;
o Adjust Test Year Base Fuel
and Purchased Power Costs;
o Fuel Expense and Mark-toMarket Accruals; and
o Production-Related Chemical
Costs Recovered in the
Power Supply Adjustor.

These adjustor movements have
a corresponding and offsetting
change in their adjustor charges,
as shown below:

Customer Bill Impact =
Net Base Rate Increase
+ Net Adjustor Changes
Base Rate Increase
Total Revenue Deficiency
TEAM
All other Adjustors
Net Base Rate Increase

•

requested increase, the fair value
rate of return is 5.62%.

•

Mr. Snook describes the
customer benefits of adjustor
mechanisms. APS supports the
continuation of its existing
adjustor mechanisms except for
the TEAM, which will terminate
in compliance with Decision No.
76295 (August 18, 2017). In the
event the Commission wants to
explore an alternative to
adjustors, APS provides the
framework of a formula rate
mechanism. This ratemaking
concept has several benefits:
o Annual scrutiny of APS’s
earnings;
o Allowance for elimination of
most adjustor mechanisms;
o Annual calibration of rates;
and
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o Additional accountability and
transparency through annual
performance criteria, which
APS proposes to be a
measure of customer
satisfaction and system
reliability.
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•

In compliance with Decision No.
77043 (January 16, 2019), APS
proposes a new experimental
AG-Y program, which is
designed to provide access to
market pricing for medium-sized
general service customers.
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Jessica E. Hobbick

APS Manager of Regulation and Pricing
Direct Testimony Submitted October 31, 2019
Docket No. E-01345A-19-0236

Direct Testimony Overview
Ms. Hobbick’s direct testimony discusses how the proposed revenue increase
is allocated to individual rate classes and the resulting bill impacts to
customers, including the impacts of eliminating the Tax Expense Adjustor
Mechanism (TEAM) and reflecting the decreased tax expense in base rates.
She also discusses proposed changes to residential and general service rate
schedules.

Direct Testimony Key Points
•

•

•

Ms. Hobbick explains that
Arizona Public Service
Company’s (APS or Company)
overall requested revenue
increase of $184 million includes
a base rate increase of $69
million and $115 million of
adjustor transfers.
In compliance with Decision No.
76295 (August 18, 2017), the
TEAM is eliminated, and the
associated credit is reflected in
base rates. The removal of this
adjustor has the impact of
increasing the amount collected
by APS’s adjustors.
The combination of these
proposed changes creates a net
bill impact of 5.6% for all
customers as shown in the table
below.
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Customer Bill Impact =
Net Base Rate Increase +
Net Adjustor Changes
Base Rate Increase
Total Revenue Deficiency
TEAM
All other Adjustors
Net Base Rate Increase

Dollars

$184M 5.6%
($119M) (3.6%)
$4M
.1%
$69M
2.1%

Adjustor Changes
Removal of TEAM credit $119M
All other Adjustors transfer ($4M)
to base rates
Net Adjustor Changes $115M
Total Customer Bill
Impact

•

Bill
Impact

$184M

3.6%
(.1%)
3.5%
5.6%

The typical residential customer
will experience a bill impact of
approximately 5.4%; as a class,
the general service customers
will experience an average
impact of 5.8% as a class.
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•

The projected distribution of
residential bill impacts based on
Test Year data is demonstrated
below. 95% of residential
customers will experience a bill
impact between 3% and 6%,
based on historical usage.
% Impact

# of Customers

-6.0%
-5.0%
-4.0%
-3.0%
-2.0%
-1.0%
0.0%
1.0%
2.0%
3.0%
4.0%
5.0%
6.0%
7.0%
8.0%
9.0%
10.0%
11.0%
12.0%
13.0%
14.0%
15.0%
Customers

•

1
3
22
4,297
9,542
213,384
483,251
32,208
901
30
2
1
743,642

With the intent of introducing
more customer-focused
programming in this filing,
Ms. Hobbick discusses proposed
changes, which include
enhancing to APS’s limitedincome assistance programs to
make enrollment easier,
increasing funding for Crisis Bill
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•

Assistance, and eliminating
credit and processing fees for
limited-income customers.
Ms. Hobbick sponsors the
proposed changes to rate and
service schedules, including the
following:
1. R-2 (Saver Choice Plus) and
R-3 (Saver Choice Max):
Introduction of a winter super
off-peak time-of-use window
for these service plans that
will help customers save
money while utilizing
abundant solar energy during
the middle of the day.
2. Residential Subscription
Rate Pilot: This pilot provides
a unique opportunity to
gauge the customer
experience on a bill construct
they are familiar with in other
industries, such as cell phone
plans or digital-streaming
services. It allows customers
to experience a guaranteed
monthly bill for two years
while allowing the Company
to study the program’s
effects on energy usage
patterns and load
management. A segment of
the program will also examine
the impact of utility
management of smart
thermostats under this
construct.
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3. Street Lighting: Streamlining
street lighting rate schedules
to simplify rate calculation for
all new types of equipment.
4. E-221 Water Pumping
Service: Introduction of
agricultural rates with prices
based on their unique
characteristics.
5. E-36M Station Use Service
Medium: Cancellation of this
rate schedule due to low
customer adoption, and
economic benefit on other
existing schedules.
6. Service Schedule 1:
Elimination of individual fees
and charges for certain
routine activities, such as
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connecting or reconnecting
service.
7. Service Schedule 9:
Providing more opportunities
for rural businesses to receive
the discount by lowering the
megawatt threshold to
qualify.
•

Ms. Hobbick sponsors a pro
forma adjustment to reflect the
increased expense related to
suspending disconnections of
service and late fees in the
summer months in compliance
with the Commission’s
emergency rules.
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Brad J. Albert

APS Vice President of Resource Management
Direct Testimony Submitted October 31, 2019
Docket No. E-01345A-19-0236

Direct Testimony Overview
Mr. Albert describes the customer and system benefits of the Ocotillo
Modernization Project (OMP), explains Arizona Public Service Company’s (APS
or Company) Resource Comparison Proxy (RCP) rooftop solar export rate,
and describes the methodology and estimate of the avoided costs of rooftop
solar as required by Decision No. 75859 (January 3, 2017).

Direct Testimony Key Points
•

The Ocotillo Power Plant
(Ocotillo) is critical to providing
reliable service to APS’s growing
customer base, especially during
peak periods. This is
underscored by its proximity to
APS customer load, which allows
the Company to reliably serve
customers even if transmission
constraints into the Valley exist.

•

OMP replaced 220 MW of aging
steam units with 510 MW of
state-of-the-art combustion
turbines.

•

The decision to modernize
Ocotillo was prudent, in the best
interests of customers, and
reflects the Company’s
commitment to a cleaner energy
future. The benefits of OMP
include:
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o Quick-start and fast-ramp
capabilities, essential to
reliably meeting the evolving
load shape of APS customers;
o Supports the integration of
additional renewable energy;
o Lower NOx and CO
emissions; and
o Less water use per kWh.
•

The RCP is the rate paid to nongrandfathered residential
customers for solar energy
exported to the grid. The RCP
currently features an annual
reduction, which is intended to
provide a path to reduce, and
eventually eliminate, the cost
shift from customers with newlyinstalled rooftop solar systems
to non-solar customers.
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•

Decision No. 75859 ordered the
development of avoided-cost
methodology with five-year
forecasting, with potential
implementation no later than
December 31, 2019. A
methodology and estimate of
the avoided costs of rooftop
solar has been developed, but
APS recommends continuing on
the current RCP glide path.
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• In the interest of equity for solar

customers and non-solar
customers, it is important to stay
on the path toward
compensating rooftop solar
exports at avoided cost. The use
of the RCP with annual stepdowns strikes a reasonable
balance toward that goal for
both solar and non-solar
customers.
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Elizabeth A. Blankenship

APS Vice President, Controller and Chief Accounting Officer
Direct Testimony Submitted October 31, 2019
Docket No. E-01345A-19-0236

Direct Testimony Overview
Ms. Blankenship provides the historical and forecasted accounting information
and pro forma adjustments required by the Standard Filing Requirements
(SFRs) of the Arizona Corporation Commission (ACC or Commission) in
support of Arizona Public Service Company’s (APS or Company) rate case
filing. She sponsors historical financial information for the 12-month period
ended June 30, 2019, which was used as the Test Year in this proceeding, as
well as financial information for any prior years presented on the SFR
Schedules.
She explains the capital structure of the Company and provides APS’s actual
overall cost of capital. This includes information on the cost of equity and
debt capital as provided by Ms. Ann E. Bulkley, APS’s cost of capital and
return on equity (ROE) witness.

Direct Testimony Key Points
•

APS’s filing includes historical
accounting data, including the
actual data for the Test Year.
The majority of this information
is disclosed directly or indirectly
in both the consolidated APS
and consolidated Pinnacle West
audited and reviewed financial
statements, which are included
in filings made with the
Securities and Exchange
Commission and other
government agencies for the
relevant years.
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•

APS’s filing includes a Total
Company Adjusted Original Cost
Rate Base (OCRB) of $11.1 billion.
The amount of the adjusted
OCRB allocated to the
Commission jurisdiction is $8.9
billion. APS is proposing a return
on common equity of 10.15%,
which is supported by APS
witness Ms. Bulkley in her
testimony.
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•

APS’s filing includes 40 rate
base and income statement pro
forma adjustments. Because the
Company has used a historical
test year, it is necessary to
adjust recorded financial data
for known and measurable
changes. These pro forma
adjustments are consistent with
prior filings and include
normalizations, annualization,
and out-of-period adjustments.
All of the pro forma adjustments
discussed in Ms. Blankenship’s
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testimony reflect Total Company
amounts prior to any
jurisdictional allocation.
•

APS’s filing includes the
continuation of the property tax
deferral granted in the last two
APS rate cases, and recovery of
the deferrals for both the
Selective Catalytic Reduction
project at the Four Corners
Power Plant and the Ocotillo
Modernization Project.
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Ann E. Bulkley

Senior Vice President, Concentric
Direct Testimony Submitted October 31, 2019
Docket No. E-01345A-19-0236

Direct Testimony Overview
Ms. Bulkley provides recommendations for Arizona Public Service Company’s
(APS or Company) return on equity (ROE) and fair value rate of return
(FVROR), and examines the reasonableness of APS’s proposed fair value rate
base (FVRB).

Direct Testimony Key Points
•

•

The standard for establishing a
fair ROE requires that a
regulated utility be allowed to
earn a return equivalent to what
an investor could expect to earn
on an alternative investment of
equivalent risk. Accordingly, Ms.
Bulkley’s approach to estimating
the cost of equity for APS
focuses on measuring the
expected returns required by
investors to invest in companies
that face business and financial
risks comparable to those faced
by APS.
In developing her ROE
recommendation, Ms. Bulkley
applied the Discounted Cash
Flow (DCF) model, the Capital
Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), a
Risk Premium approach, and an
Expected Earnings analysis.
Multiple approaches are used
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because they weigh factors
differently. In addition, Ms.
Bulkley also considered several
risk factors specific to APS.
•

Ms. Bulkley determines that a
reasonable range of ROE
estimates for APS is from
10.00% to 10.50%. She also
determines that APS’s proposal
of 10.15% is a reasonable, albeit
conservative, estimate of the
cost of equity that would still
enable APS to maintain its
financial integrity. This ROE
would maintain APS’s ability to
attract capital at reasonable
rates under a variety of
economic and financial market
conditions, enabling APS to
continue providing affordable,
reliable, and safe electric utility
service to customers.
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•

APS has estimated its FVRB and
FVROR consistent with Arizona
Corporation Commission precedent.
Ms. Bulkley concludes that APS’s
estimate of the FVRB is conservative
relative to the estimated market value
of APS’s assets. Using a nominal 1.00%
return on such increment, Ms. Bulkley
recommends an FVROR of 5.62%.
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Dr. Ronald E. White

President, Foster Associates Consultants, LLC
Direct Testimony Submitted October 31, 2019
Docket No. E-01345A-19-0236

Direct Testimony Overview
Dr. White sponsors and describes the depreciation rate study for plant and
equipment conducted by Foster Associates at the request of Arizona Public
Service Company (APS or Company).
Pursuant to the Decision No. 76295 (August 18, 2017), Foster Associates also
developed SFAS 143 accrual rates for net salvage, though that is not the
method recommended by either Foster Associates or APS.

Direct Testimony Key Points
•

•

The goal of depreciation
accounting is to charge to
operations a reasonable
estimate of the cost of the
service potential of an asset (or
group of assets) consumed
during an accounting interval. A
number of depreciation systems
have been developed to achieve
this objective, most of which
employ time as the
apportionment base.
The need for periodic
depreciation studies is a
derivative of the ratemaking
process, which establishes prices
for utility services based on
costs. Absent regulation,
deficient or excessive
depreciation rates will produce
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no adverse consequence other
than a systematic overstatement
or understatement of the
accounting measurement of
earnings.
•

In the case of a regulated utility,
recovery of investor-supplied
capital is dependent upon
allowed revenues, which are in
turn dependent upon approved
levels of depreciation expense.

•

The 2019 Depreciation Study by
Foster Associates proposes an
increase to APS’s depreciation
expense of approximately $51
million.
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•

Foster Associates believes that a
redistribution of recorded reserves for
APS is appropriate. Offsetting reserve
imbalances attributable to both the
passage of time and parameter
adjustments recommended in the
current study should be realigned
among primary accounts to reduce
offsetting imbalances and increase
depreciation rate stability.
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